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SSCANCOR at Stanford: A Rich Legacy

The Scandinavian Consortium for Organizational Research facilitates inquiry in organiza-

tional social science among a transnational network of scholars. Its member institutions in

Scandinavia and greater Europe support working visits and residencies at Stanford

University. SCANCOR also sponsors conferences, workshops, and mentoring opportunities

worldwide.

Since its founding in 1988, SCANCOR has welcomed more than 500 working 

visitors to Stanford. They include doctoral students, recent PhDs, mid-career and senior

scholars. Invitations to SCANCOR are offered after a simple but competitive two-stage

application process, with evaluation in the sending countries and at Stanford.

Life at SCANCOR is organized around weekly colloquia, drawing audiences from

many academic units and speakers from all over the world. A congenial and supportive

intellectual culture is a SCANCOR trademark. Scholars in residence are given ample time to

pursue their own research. 

In 2011, SCANCOR opened new facilities in the Center for Educational Research

at Stanford (CERAS), a light-filled atrium building near the physical heart of the University.

It serves as hub and home for SCANCOR scholars, who work and study at distributed sites

throughout campus. 

Now well into its third decade, SCANCOR justifiably claims enduring influence

on the development of organizational social science on two continents. It remains the

nexus of a large, intergenerational, truly cosmopolitan network of scholars and ideas.

.



he SCANCOR Postdoctoral Fellowships enable organizational social scientists of 

exceptional promise to train and conduct research in their chosen fields under 

the close mentorship of Stanford University faculty members. The fellowships

provide opportunities for early-career scholars (within three years of their PhD) to deepen

their methodological skills and gain exposure to new research environments. Overall, the

intention is to foster interaction between a new generation of Scandinavian scholars 

and researchers at Stanford and the wider North American academic community.

Fellows include recent PhDs in business

studies, economics, political science, soci-

ology and other disciplines in which orga-

nizational research is rigorously pursued.

Fellowships are two years in duration and

include a generous stipend and modest

funds to support research. 

Fellows are carefully selected in a two-

stage process, beginning with a domestic review committee in each of the participating

countries. Finalists from each national competition are then forwarded to Stanford, where

an interdisciplinary committee of senior faculty reviews the applications and matches each

chosen candidate with a particular faculty mentor. The mentor commits to work closely

with the fellow, and to involve him or her in ongoing research. Mentors may be affiliated

with any faculty department or school at Stanford. Recent mentors have been drawn from

the schools of Business, Education, and Engineering.

The program is overseen by Stanford Professor Walter W. Powell who was

Director of SCANCOR from 1999 to 2010. Prof. Powell is a sociologist with appointments

in the Schools of Education, Engineering, Business, and the Departments of Sociology 

and Communication. He is also the co-director of Stanford’s Center on Philanthropy and

Civil Society. He stays active at SCANCOR through the postdoctoral program and the

weekly seminars.
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CURRENT POSITION:

ASST. PROF., EUROPEAN

SCHOOL OF

MANAGEMENT AND

TECHNOLOGY IN BERLIN

FACULTY MENTORS:

ASSOC. PROF. DAN

MCFARLAND, SCHOOL

OF EDUCATION; PROF.

WOODY POWELL,

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

y research investi-

gates how new 

ideas and innova-

tions are developed in networks and 

communities. I am specifically interested in

situations where problems are increasingly

complex and large numbers of individuals

collaborate to advance a knowledge fron-

tier. My research seeks to understand how

these communities and networks unfold

over time when individuals are distributed

and autonomous, particularly selecting their

own tasks and collaboration partners.

The postdoc fellowship has had a

tremendous impact on my career. It gave

me the opportunity to work with leading

scholars in the School of Education, the

departments of Sociology, Management

Science and Engineering, Computer

Science, Statistics and the Business School.

It really changed how I think and conduct

research. To me, that is the best compli-

ment I can give to a postdoc program. 

—Linus 

M
LINUS DAHLANDER  POSTDOCTORAL FELLOW, SWEDEN, 2008-2010

DAN MCFARLAND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, WORKING WITH LINUS DAHLANDER, SWEDEN

Linus has been extraordinarily useful to the project I am co-managing. He is a team player who isn’t afraid of some

busy work (coding), is capable of complex analyses, freely offers advice, and is very willing to help his peers. Linus

isn’t just out for himself but for the community

of scholars with which he is involved. I couldn’t

be happier with him.



CURRENT POSITION:

PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT OF

ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND

RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT,

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN

DENMARK

FACULTY MENTOR: PROF.

JESPER SORENSEN, GRADUATE

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

uring my postdoc year I 

experienced without any 

doubt the most significant 

professional development in my career. I

have improved my theoretical understand-

ing, methodological insights and I learned

hierarchical linear modeling. But most

importantly, participating in the Stanford

community has increased my ambitions

and hopefully my skills to publish in high-

ranking journals. 

My mentor, Jesper B. Sorensen,

challenged me to a degree I have not 

experienced before and completely changed

my view of research. He changed me from

a number cruncher to a researcher devel-

oping theories, and made me think about

ideas independently of empirical data,

whereas before I developed my ideas

closely connected to the data I had 

available. Through this change I have been

able to come up with more unique theo-

retical ideas with greater potential. The

program significantly increased my 

academic ambitions, improved my interna-

tional network, changed my focus from

data to theory, increased my knowledge

and skills on more sophisticated statistical

techniques, and in general made me a

completely different researcher. —Kim 

D
KIM KLYVER  POSTDOCTORAL FELLOW, DENMARK, 2009

FACULTY MENTOR: PROF.

RAYMOND LEVITT, CIVIL AND

ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

FUTURE POSITION: OFFERED AN

ASSISTANT PROFESSORSHIP AT

UNIVERSITY OF AMSTERDAM.  

y research in the   

field of internation-  

al business has

focused on corporate responsibility, the

relationship between nongovernmental

organizations and business, stakeholder

management and base of the pyramid

(BOP) business models.

As a SCANCOR postdoctoral fellow in

Civil and Environmental Engineering, I have

had the good fortune to have Professor Ray

Levitt, the Director of the Colloboratory for

Research on Global Projects (CRGP), as a

sponsor and mentor. Our lengthy discus-

sions have helped me significantly in

focusing my research and clarifying what I

want to achieve in my academic career.

The SCANCOR postdoctoral fellowship has

enabled me to find new collaborators,

expand my own area of research and

expertise, access new excellent data

sources, attend seminars and talks of out-

standing quality, and interact with

Stanford faculty, students and visiting

scholars. Although I am based in the engi-

neering quad of the campus, the SCAN-

COR community and space feel like home

here at Stanford. In short, SCANCOR has

made me a better researcher. —Arno

M
ARNO KOURULA  POSTDOCTORAL FELLOW, FINLAND, 2010-2012



RAY LEVITT PROFESSOR OF CIVIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING AND SENIOR FELLOW AT THE WOODS INSTITUTE

FOR THE ENVIRONMENT, WORKING WITH ARNO KOURULA, FINLAND 

Dr. Arno Kourula is one of the two most productive and talented postdocs I have had the pleasure to work

with among thirty or more postdocs I have mentored in my career to date. His progress in his first half year

at Stanford has been phenomenal. He has completed four or five papers, some submitted, others already

reviewed and in revision. He has provided excellent support for development of a proposal that we plan to

submit to the National Science Foundation next fall. He has self-initiated some very interesting and effective

joint research and paper writing activities with two of my current PD students.

FACULTY MENTOR: PROF.

WOODY POWELL, SCHOOL

OF EDUCATION

FUTURE POSITION:

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR,

COPENHAGEN BUSINESS

SCHOOL

ooted in the field of 

organizational sociology, 

I investigate the everyday

interactions and micro-dynamics that 

facilitate new forms of work organization,

with a focus on co-creation, learning and

experimental governance within and across

various collaborative organizational settings

(such as teams, units, and firms). I have

studied the dynamics of work roles, com-

munities, and work-organizing practices

that enable mutual learning and innovative

co-creation in large and small multinational

manufacturing firms.

My time as a SCANCOR postdoctoral 

fellow at the School of Education has

allowed me to collaborate with Stanford

faculty, extend my methodological skills

and take advantage of the great academic

opportunities available on campus.

Working with Professor Woody Powell, 

I have become involved in a research 

project exploring the dynamics of interdis-

ciplinary research teams at the everyday

level of laboratory life. This unique 

collaboration has helped me develop new

theoretical perspectives and empirical

insights into the field of interdisciplinary

work, while also enabling me to continue

and cultivate my research on co-creation in

multinational firms. —Maja 

R
MAJA LOTZ  POSTDOCTORAL FELLOW, DENMARK, 2010-2012



WILLIAM P. BARNETT THOMAS M. SIEBEL PROFESSOR OF BUSINESS LEADERSHIP, STRATEGY AND

ORGANIZATIONS, GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS, WORKING WITH JUHA MATTSSON, FINLAND

The recent SCANCOR postdoc, Juha Mattsson, was a great success. Juha

made considerable progress on his post-dissertation papers. He was an active

contributor to my PhD workshop, and to the Graduate School of Business’s

“macro lunch” seminars. In these capacities, he enriched the educational

experience of our PhD students and made substantial contributions to the

intellectual life of the GSB.

CURRENT POSITION:

CEO AND CO-FOUNDER

OF SYMBIOOSI; LECTURER,

AALTO UNIVERSITY 

FACULTY MENTOR:

PROF. WILLIAM BARNETT,

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF

BUSINESS 

esearch: Industry evolu-

tion, organizational 

ecology, sales manage-

ment, bibliometrics. Focal industries:

Biotechnology, healthcare, manufacturing,

retailing, ICT. Besides actively contributing

to academic research and education, I work

as a consultant and advisor to several 

companies in the fields of strategy, strategic

marketing, and sales management. I also

teach frequently in different executive and

management programs. 

My time as a postdoc at Stanford includ-

ed excellent coaching by Stanford scholars

(both professors and PhD students) in how

to formulate research questions, theoreti-

cal argumentation and research designs in

such ways that are likely to yield papers

publishable in top academic outlets. I dis-

covered that the production of top-quality

research outputs require rigorous planning,

careful coordination, lots of hard work and

iteration, and, above all, a long time.

Becoming acquainted with the Stanford

culture and having discussions with people

from various fields and with diverse back-

grounds, I’ve also found novel ways to

think of combining academic work with

activities in e.g. the artistic and commercial

space —Juha 

R
JUHA MATTSSON  POSTDOCTORAL FELLOW, FINLAND, 2009



FACULTY MENTOR:

ASSOC. PROF. PAMELA

HINDS, MANAGEMENT

SCIENCE & ENGINEERING;

RECENT RECIPIENT:

SEK 4 MILLION GRANT

FROM FAS (SWEDISH

COUNCIL FOR WORKING

LIFE & SOCIAL RESEARCH)

y research interests 

revolve around 

embodiment, materi-

ality and organization; and exploring the

emergent outcomes of technology. I am

presently studying global work and how

culture is intertwined with the enactment 

of work practices, time and space within

distributed teams in global organizations.

Applying to the SCANCOR Postdoctoral

program is without any doubt one of the

best things I have done in my career so far.

I have been fortunate enough to collabo-

rate with Professor Pamela Hinds, and be

part of her creative, dynamic and intellec-

tual research group and community at 

the Center for Work, Technology and

Organization at the Department of

Management Science and Engineering.

Jointly we have created a research project

that is most successful, and has expanded

further to also involve two dedicated PhD

students. Collaborating with Pamela has

opened many doors and extended both

my theoretical and methodological knowl-

edge further, which has enabled me to

thrive professionally. Being at Stanford has

also given me the opportunity to create

valuable global networks with prominent

scholars and even interact with Nobel

Laureates! —Sara

M
SARA VÄRLANDER WINTERSTORM POSTDOCTORAL FELLOW, SWEDEN, 2010-2012

CURRENT POSITION:

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR,

UNIVERSITY OF OSLO

FACULTY MENTOR:

PROF. FRANCISCO

RAMIREZ, SCHOOL OF

EDUCATION

n my research, I am intrigued by adaptive

behavior of individual and organizational

actors in learning from experience. In 

particular, I am interested in how actors'

adaptive aspirations and the structure of

connections among actors influence their

learning outcomes. 

I have experienced the postdoc program

as a terrific opportunity to advance my

research skills. I greatly benefited from

developing ideas and building relationships

with a vibrant research community at

Stanford. I expect to profit further from

the stimulating postdoc experience, as it

enabled me to establish research contacts

important for my future work. —Dijana

I
DIJANA TIPLIC POSTDOCTORAL FELLOW, NORWAY, 2008-2010



PAMELA HINDS ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT SCIENCE & ENGINEERING, WORKING WITH SARA

VÄRLANDER WINTERSTORM, SWEDEN

Sara has been very involved in the Center for Work, Technology, Organization and in activities with my research group.

Our project is quite interesting, with extensive interviews and observations of innovation centers in India, China, and

the U.S. We study how innovation centers are structured in these different locations and what it means for the workers

in each one. Sara recently received a grant to continue this work after her SCANCOR post-doc is complete. I'm very

happy with Sara and with the arrangement provided by

SCANCOR.  It has allowed us to establish a collaboration

that would not have been possible otherwise.

FACULTY MENTOR: PROF.

FRANCISCO RAMIREZ,

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION;

RECENT RECIPIENT:  

NOK 600,000 GRANT FROM

THE NORWEGIAN RESEARCH

COUNCIL.

y research interests

are centered on 

the relationship

between public sector organizations and

their environments and more specifically on

the roles of organizational identity, strategic

communication, reputation, and brand

management. 

The SCANCOR post-doctoral program is 

a great opportunity for any scholar who

wants to become a better organizational

researcher. Stanford University offers a

number of excellent seminars, workshops,

and classes that serve as an unparalleled

learning and networking environment. At

Stanford, you will meet not only Stanford

faculty and students but also high-quality

researchers from all over the world who

are interested in sharing ideas and 

discussing future research projects. For 

me, the post-doctoral program has been

invaluable. I have been far more produc-

tive here than I would have been else-

where. Needless to say, I am very grateful

for this opportunity to spend two years

pursuing research, learning, and expand-

ing my academic networks, and I feel

confident that future SCANCOR post-

doctoral fellows will feel the same. —Arild

M
ARILD WÆRAAS  POSTDOCTORAL FELLOW, NORWAY, 2010-2012



Application Process

The following information should be included in the online application, which may be

accessed at http://www.scancor.org/post-doc/application-process. 

1. A cover letter detailing the reasons for the applicant’s interest in coming to

Stanford and suggestions of faculty members with whom he or she would like 

to work. We strongly encourage applicants to correspond with potential faculty

mentors at Stanford in advance of submitting application materials.

2. A curriculum vitae.

3. A fellowship proposal detailing the research that the fellow would undertake while

at Stanford (five page limit).

4. A writing sample consisting of either a dissertation chapter or a recent published

paper, in English.

5. Graduate school transcripts (with proof that the applicant has completed all of the

requirements for the PhD, or a signed letter from the PhD advisor confirming 

completion by specified deadline).

6. Three signed letters of recommendation.

Applications are initially reviewed by faculty in the home country. Recommendations

are then forwarded to SCANCOR, and a panel of Stanford faculty reviews the applications

and considers appropriate matches with Stanford mentors. Final decisions are based on both

the intellectual quality of the applications, and the fit with the research programs of

Stanford faculty.

For more information about SCANCOR, see www.scancor.edu

For a list of publications by SCANCOR postdoctoral fellows see

http://www.scancor.org/post-doc/publications-by-postdoctoral-fellows/ 



Sponsoring Institutions

SCANCOR Postdoctoral Fellowships have been made possible by the generous financial support of the following

institutions:

DENMARK Aarhus School of Business and Social Sciences, Aarhus University, Copenhagen Business School, and

the University of Southern Denmark

FINLAND Liikesivistysrahasto (the Foundation for Economic Education), Aalto University, Hanken - Swedish

School of Economics and Business Administration, Turku School of Economics, University of Kuopio,

and University of Oulu

NORWAY Norwegian Research Council

SWEDEN Riksbankens Jubileumsfond (The Bank of Sweden Tercentenary Foundation)

Stanford: A Global Hub

Stanford University is one of the world’s great research institutions. Its faculty and academic programs are consistently

placed in the top ranks in virtually every field of knowledge. Excellent social science research and training occurs

throughout the University: in the schools of Business, Education, Engineering, Humanities and Science, and

Medicine; in the Stanford Institute for Economic Policy Research, the Freeman-Spogli Institute, and the Institute for

Research in the Social Sciences. Internationally renowned scholars enjoy residencies at Stanford’s Center for

Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences and several other campus venues including SCANCOR.



CERAS 123 

Stanford University 

Stanford, CA 94305 USA

www.scancor.org
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